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PUMPSTATION penthouse Berlin
CS+LusinArchitektur_2015

Renovation and extension of an old pump station converted into a luxurious family house in Berlin. There is 2 existing volumes painted in white and the 3
new ones added are distinguished with different materials.
The pool house is a separated volume which is linked inside through the basement.
The existing hall, 3 floors high and placed 1,5m underground, is preserved as a magnificent living room. An open-air glass gallery is introduced to have
more light and bring the reflex of nature inside the house with a tree as an indicator of the weather stations.
A light stair connects the platforms open to the huge space around the pati
o to reach the ground floor and first floor. The access to the 2nd floor is apart to get more privacy to the master bedroom.

SACANDER Haus Postdam, Germany
CS+LusinArchitektur_2014

Family house in a new residencial neighbourhood development in Postdam.
The house is developed around an atrium providing light inside from all directions and generates multiple visual
connections between the interior spaces and with the exterior.
The huge glass surface blurs the boundary inside-outside and brings the nature inside the house.

BAD HOMBURG development Germany
CS+LusinArchitektur+HongArchitektur_2015

Competition of a new urban development promoting the
mixture residencial area with private and social housing in Bad
Homburg. The project consist around 300 apartments in total
plus a small school and a Supermarket inside the complex.
p
The project
is developed defining a transition in the public
space, there is 3 vertical passages connecting the streets
through the complex which are the most public ones and
where are the access to the apartments blocks. They define 3
groups of buildings which frame inside the private gardens
and a semi-public green space for the community.
The apartments blocks are
a composed for 3 kind of modules
combining the different apartments type demanded.

QUARTIER 8 Postdam, Germany
CS+LusinArchitektur+Contextplan Landscape_2014

Competition in collaboration with a Landscape studio. Project finalist for the renovation
of an old neighborhood post-war style in Potsdam, Berlin.
Group of social housing buildings around a green inner core redesigned with new
facilities and adapted for the new requests for the actual society, diversity of
apartment types with different room number and some adapted for handicap people
including elevator in the block.
The facade is compose for old prefabricated
unites, some of them are replace for a
p
new prefabricated boxes generating a balcony for the apartments and the old pieces
are integrated in the landscape design with different uses.
The possibility of new floor plans extensions give us the chance to brake with the solid
old building, giving different highs to the blocks we design some accessible terraces for
the community use.

Student RESIDENCE Mals, Italy

CS+LusinArchitektur_2014

Competition of a Residence for a
100 students, 10 teachers house for
the director and all its facilities.
Located below a hill where it is
place the school which the
residence is connected with.
The building gets adapted to the
hill with a huge green roof
connected with the slop in different
levels defined for the number of
floor plants. There are courtyards
inside the volume with variety of
deepness, to bring light in the
ground floor designated to public
gr
spaces and to produce more
facade surface needed in the
upper floors for the students ant
teachers rooms.

FIRE STATION Reinbek, Germany
CS+LusinArchitektur_2014

The project is defined for the circulations which are kept at the edges, one for the regular access by
foot or car and the other one for the trucks, which gets the optimal way to get out in an emergency
situation.
The building is a combination of volumes with different highs, materials and permeability connected
between them and defined for the requirement of the use inside.
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DesignYouGo Berlin
interior design works

Dachgeschoss Leo
Apartment renovation and underroof extension
Berlin_2011

Heinsberg Haus
Penthouse interior renovation
Berlin_2011

Rottgard Haus
Penthouse interior renovation
Berlin_2011

Luisenplatz
Medical house interior renovation
Postdam_2013

UL74 office
Office building interior design in Unter den Linden
Berlin_2013

DANCEschool, München
Final Thesis_2012

“Architecture as a piece that articulates the boundary between nature and city
Hole as a dialogue between nature and architecture”

DanceSchool in Munchen
The main idea is introduced the concept of architecture as a link
between dance, a social art, and place, a natural environment.
The school is located in the southeast of the park, enhancing the
natural entry into the urban fabric through the park, making the
building a transitional space between nature and city.
project is developed in a single plant, not growing in height,
The p
keeping the volume in the green area and creating a facade
built between the trees of the park.
The greenroof, seen as 5th facade, takes presence in the
composition of the park.

Balance between NATURE - ARCHITECTURE
The outer skin gives the image to the school, consists of a casing
vertical wooden slats, creating a vertical continuation of the trees in
the park.
The building is compact from the outside, is related to the
environment through cuts and subtractions that open the facade
inwards generating prospects and making the building visually
permeable.
The idea of cutting reinforced visually by changing material, wood
and glass, and language, more rigid outer and the interior courtyard
more dynamic.
The interior space extends through these cuts creating a transitional
space. The cut opens the green space through the building with
organic lines wich blurs the boundary between nature and
architecture.

TRANSITION OUTDOOR-INDOOR
Following the concept of architecture as a link between
dance and nature, the balance between nature and
architecture is transmitted through a transition between
spaces from the outdoor into the most private indoor.
The band of services acts as a filter, creating a transitional
space between activities, and generates a privacity degree
of the space.

Social space
The common areas of the building, Free space
with moviment where people interact.
These areas, all connected, are deployed
around the central courtyard creating a large
open space.
Articulate the program of the project, integrate
the circulations avoiding the corridors.
This flexible space takes an organic shape .
Specific areas
classrooms, spaces with specific
activities and defined areas.
Orthogonal shape, to the outer perimeter of the
building and is fragmented in function of the
use.
The space is in contact with the outside through
the double skin of louvers regulating the direct
impact of light and privacy.
Rooms,

Services
In the core of the building, The range of services
throughout the building wich contains wet
areas, facilities, interval space between social
space and specific areas.

Topography deformation
From the outside there is an image of regular volume,
roof defines the upper limit.
But inside, the floor level changes along the route,
giving different heights to the spaces in response to
different uses and the program reqeriments.
Building is raised 30cm to isolate the wooden
construction of the wet land.
The differences on the floor are saved with negligible
inclination of 4% slope.

STRUCTURAL SISTEM
The structure, builds up the interior space, is the main protagonist on
the building shape.
The wood structural system is seen and takes presence in the space
having decorative function.
The KLH double wall that runs along the inside is the base of the
structure, the line of pillars define the perimeter of the building.
Exterior porticos, 3 orthogonal fringes joined together with walls
perpendicular to each other, pillars compose the outer façade.
Interior porticos define the organic space of the common areas.
The beams are situated around the courtyard creating a dynamic
and continuous space. The pillars are not in front, freed of its geometry
and it's generated a new line that defines the façade of the
courtyard.
Architecture is the logical expression of the provision and estructural
application of the elements.
Structure for its harmony of shapes, rhythm of lines and parameters,
Structu
finds its purpose and under this appearence, acts as decorative
supplement in the environment.

ORGANIC GROWTH
The building grows with the concept of a living being.
Structure, behaving as the skeleton of the building, starting on the double wall working as spine.
Main porticos as ribs wich define the space.
The facilities such as neural connections throughout the system on the interior, allowing an efficient operation
in the building.
Joints and organs,
being understood as circulations and rooms with different functions.
o
The skin covering this skeleton, represented as the exterior enclosure of the building.

FRINGE OF SERVICES
The double wall that defines the services area, extends trough
inside of the building,Within this fringes is where are placed
served spaces and facilities.
The roof level in the fringe is 1.2m lower, allowing it to integrate
facilities machines on the roof within the volume of the building
in a exterior space.
In section, along this fringes, is generated a empty space with
double walls and false ceiling, for the distribution of the
facilities, pipes, pipes, ducts and control cabinets, fire
extinguishers are integrated on it.

FAÇADES
2 kindes of vertical enclosure:
The perimeter of the building, with a orthogonal
border with the outside
These facades representing the school image, are
made up of a second layer of vertical wooden slats.
Facing the courtyard, a curtain wall that unfolds
around the yard with dynamic lines, gives multiple
visual connections between spaces.

EXTERIOR FAÇADE
Exterior walls are composed of glass closure
and a second wooden skin.
The glass surface are modules with the
openings fitted on the hole left by the
structure.
The second closure, made of wooden slats
makes a filter, wich gives privacy into the
interior and regulates the incidence of
natural light without depriving visual contact
with the outside enviroment.

COURTYARD FAÇADE
In this closing, due to the irregularity on
beams and columns, is detached the closure
from the structure.
This curtain wall is formed by a studs every 1,
2m and horizontal profiles interspersed with
two different heights, creating modules
combining openings and fixed glass.

UKOMBA house Guinea Equatorial
Volunteering_2010

The construction of the Ukomba house was made by phases with a program of volunteer work carries out for Victor Ferrer teacher
of the university la Salle.
We spend one month working in the construction side with the people, materials and resources that Bata could offer us. Using
palo rojo, the popular wood in Guinea, and with the people there, we designed constructive details adapted to the technique
they could manage to build by themselves.

Can LIS Mallorca
Publication_2012

USEFUL SPACES
Mapping of the usefulness of the spaces.
Variety of scene with different way to be occupied.
The study summarizes the possibility of the uses of the ground according to
predisposition of it to be occupied.

NO usable
usable NO permanently
NO regularly usable
permanently usable

BLINDwalls Berlin
Workshop_2013

“Blind walls” are the most visible and better recognizable
support of street art in european cities.
A landmark giving character to improvished areas and a way
of reuse abandoned, unmantained ortv forgotten walls as
instrument of free expression.
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Vertical and Horitzontal
extention of the public uses

“The architecture has been done to our use. In this sense it is not a free art, I
think the most noble task of architecture is to be just an useful art.
But the most beautiful is that things have come to be themselves, to be
consistent for themselves. Then it refers to the whole and can not cleave the
place, the use and form.”
Peter Zumthor

